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1. Fiscal framework for
local government budgets
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LG share of nationally-raised revenue
LG receives smallest share of nationally-raised revenue: 2012/13:
• Natl 47.2%

• Prov 44.0%

• LG 8.8%
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Source: National Treasury, 2012 National Budget Review, pg. 110.
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Sources of Municipal Operating Revenue
In 2010/11: 50% service charges (mainly electricity and water)
• Transfers 22%

• Property rates 17%

•

Other mun taxes (incl. development
charges) fall under ‘Other own
revenue’: 12.7% of operating revenue in
2009/10.
–

•

Revenue from ‘other own sources’ grew
substantially from R11.7m in 2006/07 to
R17.2m 2007/08.

Grants have risen as share of total
operating revenue:
–
–
–

From 12% in 2003/04, to 22% in 2010/11.
Driven by the contribution from the LG
equitable share
Increasing reliance on the equitable share
by muns concerns National Treasury

Source: National Treasury. 2011 Local Government
Budgets and Expenditure Review, pg. 58.
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Revenue from Development Charges
•

Savage (2009)conducted analysis of revenue performance from DC:
– Concerns with poor data quality: often municipalities capture the revenue incorrectly or
inconsistently, don’t include development charges at all, or don’t capture it for all years.
– Only 29 of 284 municipalities reported any annual income from DC, between 2004/05 and
2006/07.

•

Muns collected R287m in 2006/07, or 1.4% of total capital budgets.
– Calculation assumes entire category ‘Public contributions and donations’ is DC.
– Approx 60% of total revenue from development charges is collected in 6 metros.

•

Effective rate at which municipalities charged development levies averaged 2.1% (20032007).
– Estimate based on the revenue received as a share of the value of all buildings completed in
municipalities

•

Shortfall between DC revenue needs and actual revenue ranges from R482m to R4.7
billion per year.
– Savage suggests muns significantly under-charging on DC and thus under-recovering the
investment costs related to infrastructure needed to provide services to new developments.

Source: Savage, D. “Evaluating the performance of Development Charges in financing municipal
infrastructure investment”. Discussion Paper: Second Draft 23 March 2009.
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Sources of Municipal Capital Budgets
(2006/07 – 2012/13)

Source: National Treasury. 2011 Local Government Budgets and Expenditure Review, pg. 61.

• Large injection of funds for 2010 World Cup infrastructure.
• Overall trend: grants and subsidies contribute the largest portion
– Increasing from 44% in 2006/07, to 58% in 2012/13

• Borrowing declining slightly: 21% in 2010/11
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Municipal own contributions to capital expenditure
(2006/07 to 2012/13)

• Generally, contributions to capital budgets from internally-generated funds
and borrowing is dropping.
• Municipalities are relying more on natl transfers to fund their infrastructure.
Source: National Treasury, 2011 Local Governments Budget and Expenditure Review, pg. 62.
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2. Brief overview of current legislative
and policy framework
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Instrument Primary governing legislation
DORA
Provides for the equitable division of revenue raised nationally among the
Intergovern
national, provincial and local spheres of government for each financial year.
mental
Covers equitable share and conditional grant transfers, as well as
transfers
allocations-in-kind to provinces and municipalities.
MSA
Section 74 covers tariff policy and sets out the principles which must be
reflected in a municipal tariff policy.
Section 85 provides for the establishment of internal municipal service
districts to facilitate the provision of municipal services in that part of the
municipality.
MFMA Section 20 (1)(b)gives the Minister of Finance, with the Minister of Local
User
Government, the authority to prescribe uniform norms and standards
charges and
concerning municipal tariff-setting.
tariffs
Section 168 (1)(c) authorises the Minister of Finance to make regulations
or guidelines for municipalities regarding a framework for regulating the
exercise of municipal fiscal and tariff-fixing powers.
NLTA
Section 28 relates to public transport user charges and authorises a
municipality which has established a Municipal Land Transport Fund (as per
Section 27) to impose user charges which then accrue to the Fund, subject
to the MFPFA.
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Instrument

Primary governing legislation
MPRA Regulates the power of municipalities to impose rates on
Property
property.
rates
Section 22 authorises Special Rating Areas.
MFPFA Provides for the process and procedure necessary for the
authorisation by National Treasury of taxes, levies and duties
that municipalities may impose under Section 229(1)b of the
Constitution.
Taxes, levies SPLUM Sections 47 and 48 deal with the payment of development
and duties Bill
charges and the provision of land for parks and open space
by land owners seeking development approval.
Section 49 authorises the Minister of Rural Development
and Land Reform to issue guidelines on development
charges in consultation with the Minister of Finance.
Surcharges MFPFA Regulates the exercise by municipalities of their power to
on
impose surcharges on user fees for services under Section
municipal
229(1)(a) of the Constitution, by empowering the Minister of
base tariff
Finance to prescribe norms and standards.
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General implications of current
legislative framework
• Depending upon how value capture mechanism are defined—as
surcharges, tariffs, taxes or property rates—they would be governed by
different legislation.
• Municipality must be clear on what it wants to achieve (e.g. revenue
generation for infrastructure installation, debt financing) and then design
an instrument which effectively serves those specific purposes.
• Confusion and inconsistency within SA and internationally on use of
various terms. Therefore need to look at design features of revenue
instrument (tax base, purpose for which revenue used etc.) instead of the
label
• Categorisation of the revenue instrument (as a tax, surcharge, or user
charge) is critical because it determines the applicable legislation which
will govern implementation.
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3. Application of selected
value capture mechanisms
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Definitional issues
• Revenue instruments should adhere to ‘benefit principle’: benefit of the
service financed through fees or taxes should go directly to the taxpayer.
– Ideally, payment is levied in exact proportion to usage or benefit.
– Closer a revenue instrument adheres to the benefit principle, the greater its
transparency and accountability.

• Key distinction between taxes and user charges:
– User charges adhere more closely to the benefit principle
– Taxes typically used to generate general revenue for programmes or projects
which provide benefits shared by a group of beneficiaries

• Fair amount of confusion around the definition of terms such as taxes, levies,
user charges and fees, tariffs, and surcharges
– Overlap between these categories, depending on interpretation.
– Therefore important to avoid labels and instead look at the characteristics and
purposes of the revenue collection instrument.
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Earmarking or Ring-fencing
• International practice shows ringfencing is critical to success of VC
• Natl Treasury’s general position is to avoid ring-fencing except in cases where
there is sufficient transparency and accountability to make it effective and
equitable.
• MFPFA provides for Minister of Finance, in issuing regulations governing a
new municipal tax, to limit the purpose for which revenue derived from the
collection of the municipal tax may be utilised (Section6(d).
• Muns applying for NT approval of new tax as per MFPFA should realise that, in
order to approve the ring-fencing of revenue from the tax, NT will be looking
for evidence of design features which enhance transparency and
accountability:
– The closer a fee or charge can be designed as a user charge, the more suitable it
becomes for earmarking.
– The closer the design is to a tax, the less desirable earmarking becomes.
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Development Charges
• DC are VC instrument most in use in South Africa today
• Significant potential to increase their use
• At present there is not a clear legislative or policy framework to
regulate and guide municipal DC.
– National Treasury has developed a Policy Framework for Municipal
Development Charges, as a guide for municipalities (still unofficial
document)
– Draft of the SPLUM Bill, by the Ministry of Rural Development and Land
Reform, includes sections which govern development charges.
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National Treasury Draft Policy Framework on Development Charges
• Definition of DC:
– Once-off infrastructure charges imposed by municipalities on a land owners as a
condition of approval of a land development that will result in an intensification of
land use and an increase in the use of or need for municipal engineering services
infrastructure.

• Framework intended to explicitly situate DC in the legislative framework for
municipal finance
• Proposes using MFPFA to regulate DC instead of approaching them as user
charges which would fall under the MSA
– Amend MFPFA to explicitly authorise muns to levy DC as per Framework.

• DC revenue to be ring-fenced for infrastructure. Not be used for:
– operations and maintenance of existing infrastructure
– cross subsidisation of services for the poor
– installation of infrastructure in other areas which does not directly benefit the new
development

• Revenue from DC can be used for actual construction costs of infrastructure or
for debt service costs of funds borrowed to install infrastructure.
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Draft Spatial Planning and Land Use Management Bill
• Gives authority to Minister of Rural Dev and Land Reform to issues further
guidelines on DC
– After consultation with the Minister of Finance and ‘the relevant authorities’, Minister can
prescribe guidelines for the calculation and recovery of DC, which provincial guidelines and
municipal tariff policies would subsequently need to adhere to (Section 49(1)).

• Given that the draft Policy Framework from NT sets out to define DC as a new
municipal tax falling under the authority of the MFPFA, there is a possible
conflict with the draft SPLUM Bill.
– Confusing legislative framework provides opportunity for developers to contest the levying
by municipalities of DC and to tie up the process in lengthy and expensive legal processes.
– Will likely dissuade municipalities from levying the DC in the first instance.
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Land Value Increment Taxation
and Tax Increment Financing
• Both TIFs and LVIT work on assumption that public infrastructure
investment will increase the property values, and thus prop rates
will increase.
– Addtl revenue is then ring fenced.

• The key distinction between the two instruments:
– TIF typically used to pay the debt service on municipal bonds issued to finance the
infrastructure in that particular area
– LVIT used to pay directly for the infrastructure

• Various forms or permutations are possible, with different design
features (e.g. how the tax is calculated, the vehicle for levying
the tax)
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Technical issues with implementing LVIT and TIFs
• Quantifying the ‘increment’ or the difference between the market value of
the property before and after the public infrastructure investment
– Unclear if MPRA allows supplementary valuation rolls to be used for this purpose

• Demarcating the area impacted by the infrastructure investment.
– If the SRA mechanism under the MPRA is used, then the legislation requires the
consent of the majority of landowners.

• Sequencing revenue generation and expenditure
– Mun would only receive the tax revenue when the re-valuation of the property
has been undertaken.
– However financing for new infrastructure is needed prior to the re-valuation.
– Can be addressed by raising municipal bonds to finance the new infrastructure i.e.
tax increment financing.
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Business Improvement Districts
and Betterment Taxes
•

Concept of special zones appears in multiple pieces of legislation related to local
authorities:
–
–
–
–

•
•
•

SRAs in the MPRA
internal service districts in the MSA
BIDs or CIDs in municipal zoning laws
Urban Development Zones tax incentive in the Income Tax Act.

Typically betterment taxes are a once-off charge on properties which are set to
increase in value with the change in their zoning.
In most cases, BIDS are ongoing additional levy in a particular area which is used to
finance additional, ongoing services (e.g. greater security) for that specific district.
Main differences relate to:
– purposes for which funds are used (i.e. the type of special benefits provided in the area)
– vehicle for generating the revenue
• monthly or annual levy (levied for a set period of time, until the infrastructure is paid
off, or on an ongoing basis, to pay for an ongoing service)
• surcharge of property rates via an increased Cent-in-the-Rand rate.
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Business Improvement Districts and Betterment Taxes, cont.
• If Betterment Taxes, BIDs or CIDs utilise property rates to generate the
additional revenue, then these schemes are essentially SRAs, as already
provided for in the MPRA.
– MPRA only requires the written consent of a “majority of the members of the local
community in the proposed special rating area who will be liable for paying the additional
rate.”
– Interpreted by most municipalities to be a simple majority (51%).
– In order for SRAs to gain the required support, residents must see a direct benefit as a result
of their increased payments.

• MSA (Section 85) also provides for internal services districts.
– With majority consent, mun can finance addtl service in that district by: setting a new tariff;
setting a surcharge on an existing tariff; or increasing an existing tariff.

• MSA and MPRA differ in requirements on transparency and community input,
for SRAs and internal services districts.
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4. Recommendations and conclusion
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Legislative gaps
• None of the VC mechanisms discussed necessarily require an application by
the municipality to the National Treasury for the approval of a new tax or levy,
as per the process set out in the MFPFA.
• However there are gaps or areas in the legislative framework needing further
clarification in order to create more enabling environment for the increased
uptake of VC instruments by LG:
– Although DC already authorised in terms of provincial land use management
ordinances and have been in practice for a number of years, amendments to the
MFPFA and the approval of the draft policy framework developed by National
Treasury would greatly facilitate the fair, transparent and effective use of
development charges by more municipalities. Amendments to the MFPFA could
clarify the legal status, role and application of DC.
– Need to clarify roles and responsibilities of NT and DRDLR on development
charges
– Provisions for the establishment of special taxation zones appear in multiple
pieces of legislation (eg. MPRA, MSA). Need to align these pieces of legislation?
– Does MPRA allow use of supplementary valuation roles for TIFs and LVIT?
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Interventions needed to strengthen municipal
systems and capacity
• Most critical areas which need institutional strengthening in order to facilitate
the use of VC mechanisms:
– Proper costing of infrastructure projects.
– Sound business models for the financing of the desired public infrastructure and long-term
development plans to demonstrate the rationale for the infrastructure investment
– Proper detailed market analysis for successful bond issue.
– Also from the municipality’s perspective, the potential additional revenue must be
compared to the overall costs of the new infrastructure and offset against the administrative
costs (including legal costs and human resources) in levying the tax.
– Basic processes and systems for the efficient collection of revenue via existing instruments
must be in place, before new instruments are introduced which piggy back on those
systems.
– Public infrastructure projects and VC mechanisms intended to finance them must be
incorporated into the municipality’s long-term vision, SDF and IDP
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Conclusion
• TIF and LVIT schemes, BIDs, betterment taxes, and development charges are
the VC mechanisms which offer the greatest potential for application in muns.
– Further work to clarify and strengthen the legislative and policy framework will facilitate
their application.

• Strengthening local government capacity and systems such as valuation rolls,
billing systems, and credit control, is critical:
– To improve the efficiency of current revenue instruments.
– To serve as platform for new VC mechanisms.

• VC mechanisms can fortify the relationship between the consumer and the
municipality by reinforcing the direct benefits experienced by taxpayers, thus
ultimately enhancing accountability and improving service delivery.
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Different scenarios for TIF and LVIT

• Scenario 1:

– Mun consults with land-owners, obtains buy-in prior to installation of proposed public
infrastructure.
– Land-owners agree to pay an additional levy for a specified time period to finance the cost
of infrastructure. Amount of top-up is linked directly to cost of infrastructure.
– Mun issues bond to finance the infrastructure, leveraging the income stream from the topup to pay the debt service costs.
– Tax is annual levy; does not use prop rates mechanism.

• Scenario 2:
– Instead of top-up being collected as set annual charge for a specific time period, revenue is
collected as differential rate on increased land value due to installation of the infrastructure.
– In its rates policy, mun sets differential rates for the specified area (defining it as an SRA).
– Incremental increase in value on the property levied at higher rate.
– Amount of revenue captured linked to increase in land value (due to installation of the public
infrastructure) instead of to the cost of infrastructure itself.

• Scenario 3:
– No additional levy or a differential property rate is applied.
– Mun decides internally to divide regular property rates revenue from that area between
‘core/existing’ general municipal costs and new infrastructure costs
– Addtl revenue is ring-fenced to help to pay for new or upgraded infrastructure in the area.
– Can be undertaken without any consultation or notification of the land-owners presumably.
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Distinction between taxes and user charges
Taxes
and
levies








User
charges
and
administ
rative
fees








Defining elements
Statutory or compulsory, enforced by legislation.
Beneficiaries constitute a distinct group of individuals.
No direct benefits accrue to individual beneficiaries in exchange for payments made
(benefit principle only applies broadly).
Government departments or agencies decide upon the purpose for which the
revenue is spent.
Normally used to mobilise general funding for programmes or services which
provide general benefits shared by a group of beneficiaries.
‘Free rider’ problem exists, whereby some may receive greater benefit than others,
or than their payment justifies.
A marketable good (in the case of user charges) or a service (in the case of
administrative fees) is provided to an identifiable beneficiary.
Payment is required for the provision of those certain government goods and/or
services.
Direct benefits accrue to beneficiaries in exchange for payments.
Voluntary; transactions take place in a willing buyer market.
Revenues are earmarked or ring-fenced, by definition.
Amount charged should not exceed average cost of the good and/or service. The
level of user charges and administrative fees should also be set taking into
28
consideration beneficiaries’ ability to pay.

